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What really hit Russia 02/14/2013! 

 

Key points: 

 Other than the Sun and planets and the hundreds of moon, the SS has countless other objects of various 

sizes orbiting the Sun and even more just floating around in no particular hurry. 

 Most of these objects are small rocks left over after the formation of the SS. 

 When we on earth actually encounter one of these objects, we call it a meteoroid. 

 Earth has been struck millions of times by these rocks; some small, some large like the one that killed all 

the poor dinosaurs 65 million years ago. 

 

Meteors, -oids, & -ites One of the very confusing terminology things in Astronomy is the difference between 

these three words; I even get them backwards. The following image from the New York Times might help. 

Chapter 8: 
The Rest of Our Motley System 

(Meteors, Asteroids, & Comets. OH MY!) 
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So, before we get to specifics about asteroids and comets, let’s worry about this meteor-oid-ite concept. As you 

see above, a meteoroid is the basic beginning; simply a small rock that is not an asteroid. When this meteoroid 

hits our atmosphere, it burns up due to some serious compression in front of it as it slams into air molecules at 

ridiculous speeds. This streaking fireball is what we call a meteor. Now, if this meteor is large enough and can 

survive the trip through the atmosphere and hit the ground (or a Democrat), this surviving hunk of rock/metal is 

called a meteorite. I have a few examples of real meteorites to show you during the class thing on this topic.  
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Asteroids So, what makes a meteoroid different from an asteroid? Both are rocks and fly through space. 

However, asteroids are actually in specific orbits around the Sun whereas meteoroids are nothing more than 

rocks drifting around in no specific orbit. Most meteoroids that we see from the surface of Earth are shed off 

little pieces of rock and/or ice from comets or asteroids that happened to travel through our orbital zone. As 

mentioned in chapter 7, almost all asteroids live in the asteroid belt that is between the orbits of Mars & Jupiter.  

 
Each of those thousands and thousands of little dots represents a rock that orbits the Sun just like the planets 

do. Note the “Hildas”, three distinct groups of asteroids just inside Jupiter’s orbit. They are named for the first 

and largest (170 km wide) asteroid in that area, 153 Hilda, discovered in 1875 and named after the discoverer’s 

daughter. Even all those itty bitty red and green dots inside Mars’ orbit and even Earth’s orbit are asteroids 

orbiting the Sun. 

 

Do the asteroids follow nice round-ish orbits around the sun like the planets do? 
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Image Credit: APOD  

 

Answer? Nope. Looks more like a beehive. This is why they smack into each other once in a while and send one 

toward us. 

 

Comets So, what the heck is a comet then? Comets are basically ice-rocks (dirty snowballs) that orbit the sun 

just like all those asteroids above except comets come from far far away, nowhere near any of the planets. Most 

comets originate in a thing called Oort Cloud. This Oort Cloud, named after Jan Oort (Duh), is a ball-like zone 

that surrounds our SS at up to a distance of 100,000 AU (almost one full light year!). See: 
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There is a flat area called the Kuiper Belt, shown at top of this image, named after Dutch astronomer Gerard 

Kuiper, that has lots of comets. It is a flat disc that starts right after Neptune’s orbit at about 30AU and goes out 

to about 50AU. 
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Kuiper Belt objects outside Neptune’s orbit. Scale is in AU’s. 

 

So, we have this Kuiper Belt thingee that is “close” to the SS and this Oort Cloud thingee that is hugely huge and 

surrounds the SS at incredible distance. Why? NASA thinks: 

“However, citing the Southwest Research Institute, NASA published a 2010 article that includes the 

following quotation: 

We know that stars form in clusters. The Sun was born within a huge community of other stars 

that formed in the same gas cloud. In that birth cluster, the stars were close enough together to 

pull comets away from each other via gravity.
[5]

 

It is therefore speculated that the Oort cloud is, at least partly, the product of an exchange of materials 

between the Sun and its sister stars as they formed and drifted apart.
[5]
” 

 

So, it seems that the closest stars to the Sun, the Centauri triplet (Alpha A, Alpha B, & Proxima)  were born out of 

the same nebular cloud as our Sun and during formation, we stripped some stuff from them and they stripped 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southwest_Research_Institute
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oort_cloud#cite_note-nasax-5
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oort_cloud#cite_note-nasax-5
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some stuff from us. As the stars drifted apart, the stripped off stuff just hung around to the closest star. The 

Oort Cloud is simply all the left over crap from the tug-of-war between our Sun and the Centaury triplets. 

Short-period comets come from the closer Kuiper Belt and the long-period comets come from the Oort. Halley’s 

Comet is a short-period (67 yrs) comet that comes from the Kuiper Belt.  

 

In recent years, the line between asteroids and comets has become a little fuzzy; some asteroids exhibit comet-

like tails and some comets are more rock than ice and don’t form full tails. Go figure. Comets actually consist of 

3 main parts; nucleus, coma, and tail. The nucleus is the solid dirty snowball itself. It is usually invisible and 

incredibly small compared to the coma and tail. A “typical” comet has a nucleus of roughly 4 or 5 miles wide, a 

coma that spans upwards of 50,000 miles, and a tail that could be 100,000,000 miles long!  

 

I recently (09/12/2013) did an interview for WTNH Channel 8 in New Haven with Meteorologist Erika Martin 

about comets and one in particular, Comet ISON. Full video interview here. Toward the end of 2013, Comet 

ISON should be putting on one heck of a show. It promises to be so bright, it will be visible even during the day! 

November and December will be when to keep an eye out for it. Following is a recent Hubble Image of it. 

 

 
Image Credit: http://hubblesite.org/hubble_discoveries/comet_ison/blogs/hubble-s-first-glimpse-of-comet-ison 

 

Note in the right image, the coma is about 20,000 miles wide, but the comet itself is only 3 miles wide; not even 

visible. 

 

http://wxedge.com/articles/20130913tracking_the_comet_ison
http://hubblesite.org/hubble_discoveries/comet_ison/blogs/hubble-s-first-glimpse-of-comet-ison
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Image by Damian Peach via http://SpaceWeather.com – Used with permission. 

 

Update 11/18/2013: ISON has finally come alive! The above image, used with permission from the 

AstroPhotographer, Damian Peach, and the hosting website, SpaceWeather.com, is Comet ISON 12 hours after it 

suddenly became 10 times brighter. Notice the multiple tails. This is indicative of a cometary “outburst” where a 

large quantity of solid ice (CO2, CO, ammonia, & H2O) sublimate all at once.  

 

The coma of a comet, the visible “ball” in the front, is not much more than a ball of gases. The gases are 

produced by the Sun melting off the ice on the nucleus’ surface. The coma is very thin, not dense at all. If you 

were there inside a coma, you’d see no matter at all. It is almost a vacuum.  

 

The tail is the amazing part of a comet. There are actually two tails to a comet; a fine blue-ish one and a broader 

grey-ish one. Take a look at the famous comet, Hale-Bopp, in 1995. 

 

http://spaceweather.com/
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Note the double tail? If you view along the blue tail, the Sun is directly in front of that (to the right). The blue tail 

is basically ionized gas. Solar wind, high-energy charged particles from the sun, smack into the coma and strip 

electrons from the gases it is made from. That makes the coma ionized (charged) and the pressure from the 

solar wind actually pushes this ionized gas away. The blue color comes from electrons reuniting with the gas 

particles and emitting photons of light. The other tail, pointing up toward left, is also caused by solar wind 

slamming into the comet, but in this case, it slams directly into the nucleus. This causes the ice to melt and frees 

the dirt and pebbles and rocks. These dirt particles trail behind the comet in  a curving arc that sort of follows 

the actual path of the comet. See below. 
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Cool. See also: 

 
Image Credit: spaceplace.nasa.gov 
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Meteor Showers Often, you here on the nightly news about a meteor shower coming up. What is that? Simple. 

It is a barrage of meteors streaking through the atmosphere. Why do they occur at the same time every year? 

One of the biggest meteor showers of the year occurs in August 10-13 every year! Why always at the same 

time? Well, the earth is at the same place in its orbit at that time. In other words, most meteor showers are 

caused by the Earth moving at a high speed (31 km/s or 70,000 MPH) slamming into a debris field left behind by 

a comet that has shed particles of dirt and ice. The following images deal specifically with the Perseid shower in 

August. 

 

 
 

The source of the annual Perseid Meteor Shower is the debris field left behind by the last passing of Comet 

Swift-Tuttle. The last time Swift-Tuttle came through our area was 1992 when it was observed to be 26 km (16 

miles) wide. So, it’s a good thing we aren’t at the same place at the same time! Although, NASA has already 

calculated that Comet Swift-Tuttle will make a “close approach & possible strike” on Sept 15 4479. If it hits, it’s 

curtains.  
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If you look closely at the image above, you can see the debris field, like Peanuts’ character Pigpen who leaves a 

trail everywhere he goes. This debris field crosses Earth’s orbit and this is when we, the Earth, slams into the dirt 

particles. As I tried to show below, this is the Earth cruising through space at an incredible 70,000 MPH. 
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Further, if you look in the direction the Earth is moving, you see this: 

 
 

The above is a time-lapse image of the Perseids from 2012. Notice how they all look like they are whizzing by like 

the stars in Star Trek or Star Wars when they jump to lightspeed? It’s more like you are hitting bugs with your 

windshield. Keep in mind, these are sand-sized pieces of dirt and ice that the Earth is running into, not the other 

way around. 

Why the weird name like Perseids, Geminids, Leonids? These showers are named for the constellation that 

LOOKS like that’s where they are coming from. It just so happens that the Earth is facing that constellation 

during the shower. In this case, it’s the constellation Perseus.  
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http://www.teachingstars.com/2012/08/08/the-2012-perseid-meteor-shower/ 

The radiant is the point where all the meteors appear to have come from. Likewise, the Geminids look like they 

are coming from Gemini and the Leonids look like they are coming from, you guessed it, Leo. 

 

A table of meteor showers for 2013: 

 
 

http://www.teachingstars.com/2012/08/08/the-2012-perseid-meteor-shower/
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Impacts & Mass Extinctions Some of the giant meteor craters are imaged below. We already mentioned Meteor 

Crater in Arizona at almost a mile wide; caused by a rock just 50 m wide! 

 
 

Another biggee is the Manicouagan Crater in Quebec, Canada. At 50 miles in diameter, it makes the Arizona 

crater look like a dimple.  

 
Image: NASA JPL http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/IOTD/view.php?id=1993  

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/IOTD/view.php?id=1993
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Image: NASA. St. Lawrence River with Manicouagan Crater in background. Taken from the ISS by astronaut Chris 

Hatfield in 2012. Image Source: http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/images/manicouagan.html 

 

However, the Granddaddy of all impact craters is the Vredefort Crater in South Africa at over 300 km across! 

The meteor that caused it was only about 10 km (6 miles) wide; roughly the same size as the one that hit in the 

Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico 65 Million years ago and killed all the dinos. The Vredefort Crater is dated to 

roughly 2 billion years ago. 

 

Asteroids So, what’s the diff? As mentioned, meteorites are smallish rocks that are NOT orbiting the Sun. 

Asteroids are rocks that DO orbit the Sun.  

http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/images/manicouagan.html
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Image of gravity anomalies of the Chicxulub Crater in Mexico. There isn’t much left of it due to weathering. 

 

ADDENDUNII 10/20/2013: They FOUND IT! The Russian meteor that landed and made that huke hole in the ice 

of a frozen lake? They found a huge hunk of it yesterday.  
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Back in April 2013. 30 foot wide hole in the ice. 

 

 
 

Divers pulled up this hunk from more than 35 feet of frozen water. It’s about 5 feet wide and weighs in at over 

1250 pounds! Actually, we’re waiting for more details because the scale they had on site actually broke when 

they weighed it; so it may be even more than that! 
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Chapter 8 Resources 

Powerpoint: http://dtfizzix.com/AstroPPTs.html 

 DIRECT LINKS:  Full Asteroid PPTX - http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Asteroids.ppt   

    Full Comet PPTX - http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Comets.ppt  

PDF Asteroids (Smaller) - http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Asteroids.pdf   

    PDF Comets (Smaller) - http://dtfizzix.com/PPTs/Comets.pdf   

 

Homework: 

 Complete List: http://dtfizzix.com/AstroHWSchedule.html  

 

 Ch8 HW: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1D2EXpiTKZQdi7yNSUnL6CfpIcIJR6omoRvREeF2F6aM/viewform 

 

LABS: 
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